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Abstract 

 

The density of breast tissue is an extremely important risk factor for the 

development of breast cancer. Women who have a significant amount of dense 

breast tissue are more likely to have cancer than those whose tissues are less 

dense. This paper presents an automated method for the recognition of breast 

tissue density. For this purpose, images obtained from the mini-MIAS data base 

database (Mammogram Image Analysis Society database (UK)) were used. 

The process that leads to recognition is divided into three phases: 1) segmentation 

of the breast, 2) extraction of characteristics and 3) classification. The 

segmentation of the breast was carried out using methods in the spatial domain, 

after which 11 statistical features were extracted, and finally a neural network was 
applied for the classification process. The performance of the model was measured 
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using the k-fold cross validation method and the results were compared with those 

obtained in other works.  
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1 Introduction  
 

Each year, 1,151,000 new cases are diagnosed of breast cancer all over the world 

[1], becoming a health problem that is increasing, being the leading cause of death 

among women. Early detection of cancer can reduce mortality, for this, women 

should perform clinical trials such as mammograms [2]. A mammogram is a 

breast x-ray taken in a digital image. This test can detect tumors that are too small 

to be detected by touch. The ability of mammography on detecting breast cancer 

may depend on tumor size, the density of breast tissue, and skill of the radiologist 

[3, 4]. The density of breast tissue is a major risk factor for developing breast 

cancer [5, 6, 7], making it more sensitive for those women with more dense tissue 

in the breast. 

 

This paper presents the proposal of an automated method for recognition of breast 

tissue density. For this, we used the image bank available on mini-MIAS database 

[8]. This image database consists of digital mammograms classified in three types 

depending on the density of breast tissue presented, this can be: a) fat, b) fatty-

glandular and c) dense-glandular. The method consists of three phases: 1) 

segmentation of the breast: for that were used the spatial domain methods [9], 2) 

feature extraction: after obtaining the segmented breast image, we extracted 

statistical features as the average, standard deviation, smoothness and entropy 

among others, 3) Classification: For this phase, we used neural networks models. 

 

2 Proposed Model 
 

Before going into details with the proposed model, it should be mentioned the 

definition of what is a digital image. A digital image is a two-dimensional 

function f(x,y) of the light intensity (brightness) at a point in space, where (x,y) 

coordinates are the point [9]. Since a digital image is a function f(x,y) coordinates 

discretized in space and in the brightness, is often represented as a two 

dimensional matrix Fij=(fij)(m×n), where m and n represent the size of the image 

and fij= f(xi,xj). 

As mentioned above the method described consists of three phases: 1) 

segmentation of the breast, 2) features extraction and 3) classification. 

 

A.     1) Segmentation of the breast. 

For the process of segmentation of the breast, we consider the following 7 steps: 
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Step 1: the image is considered as originally mammography has grayscale. 

Step 2: Given an image f (x,y) and a variable v, the binarization by thresholding 

used is defined as follows: 

 

 

 

For this step, we consider a threshold of 140 as a first approximation. 

Step 3: Image is divided into three rectangular areas, for this purpose, consider the 

middle of the image horizontally, and the first 30 pixels of the image vertically as 

shown in the figure. 1) Once established the rectangular areas, is calculated the 

area enclosed in each of the rectangles defined by the binary image. It is estimated 

that the pectoral muscle is on the side of the image where the rectangular area 

enclosing the largest area. 

Step 4: Extract the first connected component that is making the route from top to 

bottom, left to right if the estimate of the pectoral muscle was on the left, or right 

to left if the estimate of the pectoral muscle was on the right.  

 

Step 5: We consider two vertical lines of pixels, one to the height of the end of the 

pectoral muscle and the other the top half as shown in the figure. Performing a 

scan on the vertical lines from top to bottom so that if there is an area of black 

pixels followed by a zone of white pixels, and then another area of black pixels, 

means that the image, in addition to segmented pectoral muscle, has segmented 

part of the breast, in this case is considered again step 2 with a threshold equal to 

the value plus an increase of 10. In case there is a black pixel area followed by 

only an area of white pixels means that has been segmented only the pectoral 

muscle. 

Step 6: Calculate the difference between the original image of the mammogram 

and the negative of the image obtained in step 5, to obtain the image of the 

mammogram with the pectoral muscle removed. 

Step 7: Binarize the image with a threshold of 70 and then the extraction of the 

connected component with the largest area. 

 

Figure 1 shows the result of applying the steps from two images of digital 

mammography database mini-MIAS. In step 5 corresponding to the figure a) 

shows that it has segmented the pectoral muscle with a section of the breast, in 

this case, re-perform step 2 with a threshold equal to the number with an increased 

value of 10. In the column for step 5* shows the result of applying step 1 to 5 in a 

satisfactory manner. Figure 1 also shows the segmented image of the breast. 
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Figure 1. Process of segmentation of the breast. 

 

    2) Extraction of features. 

Once the segmentation of the breast obtaining images as shown in Figure 1 is 

proceeded to the feature extraction. A total of eleven statistical features were 

extracted from the image as used in [10, 11]. The respective formulas of each 

feature are shown in Table 1, where N represents the total number of pixels, L is 

the total number of gray levels, I(f_ij ) is the gray level value of pixel (i,j) in the 

image f(x,y),  P(j) is the probability that the value j of the gray level occurring in 

the image f(x,y), T(i) is the number of pixels with gray value i in the image f(x,y), 

P(I(f_ij)) is the probability that the gray level I(f_ij) occurs in the image f(x,y) and 

P(f_ij )=T(I(f_ij))/N. 

 
Feature Expression 

Average 

 

Standard deviation 

 

Smoothness 

 

Skewness 
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Kurtosis 

 

Uniformity 

 

Average histogram 

 

Skew modified 

 

Modified standard 

deviation 
 

Entropy 

 

Entropy modified 

 

 

Table 1: Statistical features considered. 
 

Table 2 shows the characteristics extracted from some images of the mini-MIAS 

database. 
 

 
 

Table 2. Characteristics extracted from the mini-Mias. 

 

B.       3) Classification 

For the classification process, the multi-layer perceptron neural network model 

was used with forward and backward connections using the backpropagation 

learning algorithm. This has a configuration of a layer of input neurons, a layer 

hidden in the middle, and a layer of output neurons. Each junction between one 

neuron and another is associated with a weight. We define wij as the weight that 

feeds neuron j from neuron i and we have that the value of neuron j, xj is the sum 

of wij xi for all i. 

 

To train the network using the backpropagation algorithm, this procedure is 

performed by calculating the value of all neurons. Their weights are initialized 

randomly. Once the output layer is reached, the results obtained are compared 

with those obtained by obtaining a network error measure for the evaluated data.  
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This error is retropropagated by adjusting all weights. This procedure is 

performed once for each data in a training set and at the end it is iterated to ensure 

that the error is becoming smaller. 

 

3 Experiments And Results 
 

[1] In this paper we use the bank of images available from mini-MIAS database 

[8]. The images are classified into three types, according to the breast tissue, this 

can be: a) fat, b) fatty-glandular and c) dense-glandular. The repertoire of images 

comprises a total of 322 images, each of size 1024 x 1024, of which 106 

correspond to fat, 104 to fatty tissue and 112 to glandular density-glandular tissue. 

Given the data bank, the first step was the digital image processing to obtain the 

segmentation of the breast and the 11 statistical characteristics were extracted. 

The set was partitioned into a training set and a test set. Later, different tests were 

performed using sets from 40 and up to 200 patterns to test the neural network, 

validating the results using the cross validation method, which consists of 

partitioning the total set into k blocks of equal size, then we use k-1 blocks as a 

training set and a block as test set, we repeat the process for each of the blocks, in 

this way each block at some point it is a test set, and the rest of the training. 

Figure 2 shows the experimental results using 40, 60, 100, 150 and 200 images of 

the mini-Mias database. Obtaining a percentage of yield of between 83.5% and 

94.75%. 

 
Figure 2. Experimental data using: a) 40, b) 60, c) 100, d) 150 and e) 200 images 

of the mini-Mias database. 
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Table 3 shows the comparison of the results with other proposed models. 

 

 
 

Table 3. Comparison of results with other works 

 

In this paper we present an automated method for the recognition for density of 

breast tissue in digital mammography images. The process was divided into three 

phases. In the first phase was carried out the segmentation of the breast digital 

mammography images. The second phase was the extraction of statistical features 

of the segmented image of the breast. 

 

In the third phase it includes the classification process, where the neural network 

model with backpropagation was used. Table 3 shows the results of the different 

experiments, where it was observed that a yield of 94.75% was obtained 

considering 40 images, and 89.5% considering 200 images of the mini-Mias bank. 
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